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Abstract: Behavior of the most important dose compe
nents in BNCT was modeled in different tissue equivalents and substitutes to find out the composition of
phantom materials that can be used for simulations of
brain. The used simulation program is based on the
Monte Carlo method. The neutron beam of Brookhaven

The aim of the study was to find out suitable compositions of brain phantom materials for dose measurements in

BNCT.
METHODS

phantom model (diameter 12.7 cm, height 18.1 cm) was
used. The beam was directed into the cylinder along its
central axis. It is concluded that water can be used as a
brain substitute in phantoms for BNCT.

Energy flux distribution of a brain equivalent was
compared to brain substitutes. This was done by calculating. Idaho National Engineering laboratory (INEL) and
university collaborators in USA have developed analytlcal
methods and software for detailed radiation Eansport and
dosimeny calculations for BNCT [U. This Monte Carlo
based rtt-MC program [2] was used in the simulations.
The progrzrm can be used for effective planning of experi-

INTRODUCTION

preting the radiobiological observations resulting from

National Laboratory for BNCT was used in the
modeling. The beam was defined as a distribution of
intensities in angle and enerry for neutrons and photons
across the plane of incidence. A homogenous cylindrical

mental BNCT research involving animal irradiation, intersuch research and for human treatment planning

[].

Radiation transport and dose disribution analysis for
BNCT are more complex than in the case of photon
therapy. There are different physical radiation dose components associated with BNCT, each of having its own
characteristic spatial distribution and Relative Biological
Effectiveness (RBE). Most of these radiation components
arise from neufton interactions that take place after the
incident neutrons from ttre reatment beam. Those neutrons

The Brookhaven National I-aboratory neutron beam for
BNCT (BMRR, power 3 MW) was used in the modeling.
The mostly epithermal (0.5 eV- l0 keV) neutron current is
3.8x1010'neutrons/(..2-Mw-min) and photon current
4.6x108 photons/(cr2-Mw-rin). The 12.2 cm wide beam
was modified by a delimiter made of lithiated polyethylene.
The diameter of the round aperture in the delimiter was 7.6

undergo several scattering interactions [1].
Most of the major absorbed dose components in BNCT

12.7 cm, height l8.l cm) was used as a simple head structure. The beam was directed into cylinder along its central

are generated by high-linear energy transfer

axis.

charged

particles (protons, alpha particles, etc.). These particles are
produced by different neutron interactions with the tissue

älrrn.nm and l0n. The most important BNCT dose
component is the therapeuric dose of l0g(n, a)71-i (B-10

All other neutron

components and gamma dose are
non-selective and not desirable
One significant neutron dose component is the recoil
proton dose produced by elastic scattering interactions
between neuEons and hydrogen. This so called fast neutron
dose has a high RBE fon numal tissue damage. The fast
dose can be suppressed in a properly-designed neuron
bam, but cannot be totally eliminated. Another unavoidable neutron induced background dose comDonents is
dose due to the reaction of l4N(n,p)l4c* (N--14 dose).
There are also photon dose components in BNCT that are
produced as a result neutron
by hydrogen and 10B
dose).

[].

*pt*"

inside the irradiation volume, and

by

cm.

A

hornogenous cylindrical phantom model (diameter

For composition of tissue equivalents were used brain,
cranium, muscle and adipose defined by ICRU [3]. The
brain tissue substitutes studied were BS1 and BS2, two
liquids which we have proposed. Also PMMA and water
was tested (Figure l).
In a treatment situation there will be a background concentration of l0g in all tissues. To model this there is 10
ppm l0B homogeneously in all these materials. Transport
of neutron and photon irradiation is modeled in tissue

equivalents and substitutes. In both case.s energy flux distribution in the medium was converted to physical dose in
the tissue equivalent medium. This makes it possible to
compare how tissue substitutes curespond to real tissue in
the ransport of iradiation.

gamma

contamination that is prcsent in neutnon beam.
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Table

l.

compared

Numbcr of etomr pcr

Dose deviations in brain tissue substitutes
to ICRU brain on the cenEal axis of the

phantom cylinder at the manimum total dose.

trsm
7E+22
6E+22
5E+22

ICRU brain
(cGYftAW-min)

4E+22
3E+22
2E+22

PMMA

BS2

lE+22

BSl

0

Water
ICRU Brainr

BSI [7ol]
BS2 lVo I
Water lVol

PMMA

[7o

I

B-r0

T

dose

dose

N-14 Fast

Toral

dose

dose

dose

2.6 3.2 0.5 0.5 6.8
2.r -3.3 2.r 0.6 -0.6
7.2 -10.9 7.r -r.4 -2.0
6.2 -10.6 6.r -2.2 -2.3

-3.1 -2r.9 -3.1 3.1

-11.6

Figure 1. Atom densities of brain tissue and some tissue

rPercental difference between ICRU brain and tested

substitutes

material.

RESULTS

CONCLUSION

Dose components were compared in materials along the
central axis of the cylinder (Figure 2). The total dose consists of B-10 dose and N-14 dose, ydose and fast dose. The

maximum total dose on the central axis in all materials
was 1.5 cm from the surface of the cylinder phantom. The
results at this position are listed in Table

Although the BSI

is

closest

to ICRU brain both

in

elemental composition and behavior of the different dose
components, it was concluded that as a first approximation
also water can be used as a phantom liquid in brain tissue
measurements for BNCT.
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Figure 2. Total doses of bmain in ICRU brain and some brain tissre substitutes on thc central axis of
phantom cylinder
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